The CRP123 blurs the lines between a code scanner and a professional mid-line scan tool. With features far beyond the typical Read & Clear codes, the CRP123 takes you to a new level of diagnostics with added capabilities such as Enhanced Data Stream for ABS, SRS, Transmission and Engine. The CRP123 is the only true full coverage ABS, SRS, Transmission and Engine Code Scanner - not leaving you behind with coverage for only a few makes and models. Technicians looking for a traditional ABS/SRS Code Reader but want much more functionality, such as the addition of live data stream, ability to scan transmission, and coverage for Asian, Euro & Domestic, should look no further than the CRP123.

- Complete Domestic, Asian & European Coverage for ABS, SRS, Transmission & Engine*
- Enhanced Data Stream for ABS, SRS, Transmission and Engine
- Auto Vehicle ID, Auto Module Search & Ultra-fast Protocol ID
- Reads & clears codes on Engine, Transmission (A/T), ABS, and Airbag (SRS) systems – on all makes and all models
- Includes all functions of previous CReader models for OBD Generic
- Support for all 10 test modes of OBDII with Enhanced OBDII Mode 6
- Retrieves generic and manufacturer specific codes – both permanent & pending
- Turn off Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL)
- View freeze frame data and I/M Readiness monitor status
- Graph, record, and replay data in full color
- Enhanced Help Functions
- Intuitive Interface and Button Operation with Sleek, Rugged Design
- 3.5" TFT full color display
- Multilingual menu with DTC definitions in English, Spanish & French
- Internet updateable
- Print data via PC

*Coverage varies depending on year/make/model.

When Ordering Your CRP123 Please Reference: Part # 301150029